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The Asia Pacific seems to be a region of the world where there is a lack of superpowers, even if in 

the region there are some relevant countries. Indonesia and Vietnam, for example, are regional 

powers, as well as Japan, already a regional power before the  Second World War. The legacy of 

this conflict can help to expand our horizon and look beyond the geographical borders: if in the 

"heart" of the Asia Pacific there are no superpowers, some are present in the immediate 

neighborhood of the region. Two are adjacent (mainly China, less Russia), while the United States 

has some small advanced outposts (like Guam) but, at the same time, a strong political and military 

network, underpinned by treaties and military assets immediately deployed in the area. Today the 

main challenge seems to be between China and the US, with Beijing trying to rise and consolidate 

a position of supremacy that had for many centuries in the past and Washington willing to hold and 

retain its hegemony. The main area of friction is the maritime domain, a key element to understand 

the geopolitical and military dynamics of the area. Russia, in this picture, remains a present but silent 

spectator of this delicate game.  

 

China and the US: the main actors 

Even if the memories of a direct US intervention in the Asia Pacific seems far in time (Korean War, 

1950-1953 and Vietnam War, 1965-1975) the subtle challenge for hegemony in this region is still 

present, assuming the shape of a new “stand-off” between major players. The astonishing economic 

growth of China of the last years fueled its desire to increase its geopolitical weight in the 

neighborhood, acting on many levels such as economics, humanitarian cooperation, diplomacy and 

defense, especially its maritime component. To focus on the military level, the naval technologies 

(as well as cyber capabilities) can be identified as one of the "leading sectors" where China is 

increasing its investments. A close monitoring of the maritime dimension – not a priority during the 

years of tough communism – today is more than ever a key element for the economic development 

of China, which heavily relies on the maritime dimension for trade and shipping. The naval challenge, 

as widely known, is not only based on advanced technologies (the first Chinese aircraft carrier, new 

submarines, amphibious units, Anti Access/Area Denial1 capacity) but also on the control and the 

strengthening of advanced positions (for instance the islands of the South China Sea) and a general 

increase in the projection capability of maritime and amphibious units. The strengthening of the naval 

component can then be highlighted as one of the main drivers of the challenge between the US and 

China, as already suggested some years ago in a  publication of the US National Defence University, 

entitled “Chinese Navy: Expanding Capabilities, Evolving Roles”2. The United States reacts to these 

Chinese ambitions in two ways: first, increasing its local presence using a rotationary and non-

permanent deployment of units (for instance large-scale exercises with allies or periodic "rotation" of 

military assess) second, stimulating the regional allies to strengthen their role (another classic case, 

the "rearmament of Japan") or encouraging other partners to assume stronger positions on China, 

as in the case of Vietnam. The US approach has a wider range, even if the clear focus remains the 

naval dimension that in a future war scenario will be an essential domain for the main military 

operations, as clearly seen during the Second World War docet. The United States, then, unlike 

China, can count on a wide network of allies, some of them very close (like South Korea, Japan, 

Taiwan, Thailand, Philippines, Australia), and some of them already capable to operate quite 

advanced militaries and defence technologies.  

                                                 
1 http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/how-china-plans-utilize-space-a2-ad-the-pacific-17383 
2 http://ndupress.ndu.edu/Portals/68/Documents/Books/chinese-navy.pdf 
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A silent but wary Russia  

Russia seems to have a marginal role in the US – China competition, and some factors seem to 

support this reflection. Historically, from the times of Peter the Great, the main "center of gravity" of 

Russia is Europe; from a "national security" perspective, various frozen conflicts (Abkhazia, South 

Ossetia, Transnistria, clashes with Georgia), latent conflicts (Ukraine), open conflicts (Syria-Iraq-

ISIS) or insidious internal separatisms (Chechnya, Ingushetia, Dagestan) are concentrated in the 

"Western" part of the country; economically and demographically, the "heart" of Russia clearly lies 

west of the Urals. This does not exempt Russia from some strategic reflections on its Pacific side: 

the long border with China, the growing Chinese immigration, the increasing military exports in the 

Asia Pacific (the best-known case is the Kilo – class submarines exported to Vietnam in the recent 

years), the (still) open question with Japan about Kuril islands (disputed since 1945) and finally the 

"problem" of North Korea leave many open options for Russia in the area, even if there is not a 

“direct” contest with the US or China. Focusing on the maritime domain, in the recent years two new 

nuclear submarine (Yuri Dolgoruky class) have been assigned to the Russian Pacific Fleet: Moscow 

eventually follows the regional developments although, for now, has not an active role as Washington 

or Beijing.  

 

A changing political geometry?  

The future structure of Asia Pacific still looks fluid and not fully defined. There are of course some 

opposing “blocs”, although in this area of the world it seems that the bilateral relations of the various 

states are stronger than structured political-military alliances. Therefore, the main challenge in this 

region is the contest between China and the US, with Russia standing on a side.  But limiting the 

analysis only to the superpowers is wrong: under the surface of this contest, there are many potential 

candidates for regional powers, and many of them already have a strong economic growth, growing 

ambitions and expanding military budgets. The future of the region will also depend from the 

ambitions of these powers, and how they will harmonize their geopolitical ambitions with the other 

competitors and the main superpowers. Finally, the fluid contest between China and the US will 

affect the political geometry of alliances and interests in the Asia-Pacific, but currently is not 

contributing to the stabilization of the area or the solution of some open problems in the region.  

 


